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WE @ World Workplace Charlotte, NC
Wednesday, Oct. 3rd 

8:00 - 10:00 WE @ World Workplace
Industry Podcaster, Mike Petrusky, Industry’s Best Workplace Innovators
Author, Bill Jensen:   “The Discovery that Forever Changed the Future and 
How We Work”

1:00 – 5:00 SHIFT HAPPENS! A Community Workshop – RSVP next week
Exploring the Top 3 Shifts Impacting our Profession with the 
WE + IT + REAL + ESUS FREE and at the EXPO 

Thursday, Oct. 4th
9:30 – 1:30 SHIFT HAPPENS! 
1:45 – 4:00 WE Track:  Four NEW Workplace Presentations
6:00 – 8:00 WE Tour, Learn and Socialize (hosted by Interior Architects)

Friday, Oct. 5th

8:00 – 12:45 WE Track – Eight NEW Workplace Presentations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Morning Everyone and Welcome to our Feb webinar. We have an action  packed hour planned for you today but before we dive in, I wanted to bring to your attention all of the fabulous WE events taking place in Chicago during Facility Fusion March 19-22.  I personally really love FF, they are a bit smaller and intimate allowing us to dive deep.   First off – On Monday, WE and SUS have collaborated to create a highly interactive and powerful pre conference to explore how to think differently about your building and workplaces to create the highest level of competitive advantage for your organization.  WE are hosting the event at theMart – largest sustainable building in the world and will be bringing in global thought leaders, show casing case studies and providing a tour of the Mart’s .  Limited seating so register soon.WE have a fabulous WE track planned – over 13 leading edge presentations, two case studies and of course our fun WE social hours and networking.  If you are serious about improving your WP IQ…this is a place to be.  



Optimizing the Workplace for Innovation:
Fostering Creativity at Work

Beck Johnson, Senior Research Specialist



Innovation is Important for Organizations & Individuals
Individuals

• People Seek Fulfillment
• Creativity Fosters Happiness & Engagement

Organizations
• Creativity Feeds Innovation
• Happy & Engaged Employees Perform Better
• Attract/Retain Higher Performing Individuals

Workplaces Can Foster Creativity
• Understand & Design for the Creative Rhythm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Being creative provides individual growth & meaning in work.When organizations have a culture that fosters this, people perform better.



Brain Science:
What the Research Says 
About Creativity
(Debunking Myths)



Creativity as Skill

Developing expertise, following 
the right work habits, and 
knowing how to combine ideas 
and select good ones, we can get 
better at creativity.

It also involves the WHOLE brain.

Convergent Thinking

Divergent Thinking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creativity is not a “gift.” Creativity is not right brained.



Creative Process is a Rhythm

Focus (High Attentional Control)
Executive Prioritized



Creative Process is a Rhythm

Relax/Recharge (Low Attentional Control)
Default Prioritized



Creative Process is a Rhythm

The Challenge: Intense Focus, Stress, & Performance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Challenge: focus expends cognitive resources, and unwanted, irrelevant stimuli sabotage the efficiency of high attentional control. Stimuli can be external (visual/acoustical distractions) or internal (e.g., stress). Stress and focus have an interesting relationship: the right amount of “stress” can help us focus and perform better. Performance in high-focus work is related to stress: performance and stress are responsible for 18% of any change in either.



Peak Creative Performance (a.k.a. “Flow”)

Networks Cooperate

Capitalize on the “In-Between”



Creative Rhythm Considerations

• Needs change from focus to rest
• Rhythm varies by person and goals
• Plan for a variety of behaviors
• Individual process  group process



Design Implications: 
Privacy, Structure of 
Activity, & User Control



Creative Rhythm Design Implications





www.haworth.com/innovation

www.haworth.com/design-for-innovation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Launch Interactive PDF? What else needs to be included for visuals?]Include link?



Haworth research investigates links between workspace 
design and human behavior, health and performance, and 
the quality of the user experience. We share and apply 
what we learn to inform product development and help 
our customers shape their work environments. To learn 
more about this topic or other research resources 
Haworth can provide, visit www.haworth.com.
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http://www.haworth.com/
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